Contact to ZnO and intrinsic resistances of individual ZnO nanowires with a circular cross section
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Determination of the specific resistance of individual freestanding ZnO nanowires with the low energy electron point source microscope
Zinc oxide (ZnO) is a direct and wide gap semiconductor with a room-temperature (RT) band gap energy of 3.37 eV.\(^{1}\) ZnO has a relatively high exciton binding energy of \(-60\) meV that makes it a suitable material for applications in ultraviolet (UV) laser emission even at RT.\(^{2}\) Due to oxygen deficiency in this material,\(^{3}\) ZnO displays native \(n\)-type conductivity. ZnO can also be heavily doped to form a transparent conductor.\(^{4}\) Moreover, \(p\)-type conductivity is realizable,\(^{5}\) and both Ohmic and Schottky contacts to ZnO are attainable.\(^{6}\) ZnO attracts much attention due to not only its various applications\(^{7}\) but also its fascinating and yet-to-be fully understood defect physics.\(^{8}\)

Recently, by using vapor transport, ZnO has been converted to form quasi-one-dimensional nanowires (NWs).\(^{9}\) It was then suggested that the NWs may be implemented as building blocks for bottom-up nanotechnology and functional nanoscale electronics.\(^{10}\) Fabrication and characterization of ZnO NW devices, such as UV photodetectors,\(^{11}\) gas and chemical sensors,\(^{12,13}\) field-effect transistors,\(^{14–17}\) and Schottky diodes\(^{18,19}\) were demonstrated. In particular, in order to clarify the roles of defects and surface-related conduction, electronic transport properties through individual ZnO NWs have recently been studied by using two-probe\(^{20–24}\) or four-probe\(^{24}\) methods. The techniques of the e-beam lithography for electrode fabrication\(^{20–22}\) and the scanning tunneling microscopy probes for making contacts on ZnO NWs (Refs. 23 and 24) were adopted for current-voltage (I-V) characteristic studies.

To fabricate reliable ZnO NW devices, the contacts to ZnO NWs and the intrinsic NW resistance should be understood and controlled. In previous works, conflicting I-V characteristics of ZnO NW devices have been reported, which showed either upward or downward bending, or displayed diode behaviors. Meanwhile, measurements of temperature dependent resistances were carried out but discrepant explanations were proposed, including thermally activated transport,\(^{21}\) thermionic emission model,\(^{16}\) and the Efros-Shklovskii variable-range hopping.\(^{22}\) More undesirably, the electrical properties of the contacts and individual ZnO NWs have not been clearly separated. In this work, we fabricated two-contact ZnO NW devices and utilized several devices with negligible contact resistances to determine the intrinsic resistivity of ZnO NWs, and using other devices with high contact resistance to canvass the electrical properties of the contacts to ZnO NWs.

ZnO NWs were synthesized on quartz substrates by thermal evaporation with 40 nm diameter Au nanoparticles as catalysts.\(^{25}\) The morphology, cross section, and crystalline structures of the NWs were analyzed by using a field-emission scanning electron microscope (FESEM) (JEOL JSM-7000F) and a transmission electron microscope (TEM) (JEOL JEM-2010F). The NWs were dispersed on silicon substrates which were capped with a 400 nm SiO\(_2\) layer and were photolithographically patterned with Au micron electrodes. The standard e-beam lithography technique was used to position individual NWs and to deposit Ti/Au (\(\approx10/100\) nm thickness) nanometer-electrodes on them. The two-contact ZnO NW devices were placed in a liquid-nitrogen cryostat and I-V curves were measured at various temperatures.

Figure 1(a) exposes the morphology of the as-grown ZnO NWs with lengths of several microns and monodisperse diameter of \(-40\) nm. The small standard deviation (12\%) in the NW diameter largely facilitates the determination of the
intrinsic resistivity of the NWs. The circular cross section and the single crystalline structure of an as-grown NW are shown in Figs. 1(b) and 1(c), respectively. The high-resolution TEM image reveals the ZnO wurtzite structure with a spacing of 0.52 nm between the (001) planes and the growth direction being along [0001]. The outermost cylindrical surface layer is indicated with an arrow in Fig. 1(c) to delineate that, in some cases, the single crystalline NW could be covered with a noncrystalline or amorphous layer. However, it should be noted that, in other cases, the boundary surface of the ZnO NWs illustrates crystalline structures [see the inset in Fig. 1(c)]. A schematic diagram for our two-contact ZnO NW devices is shown in Fig. 1(d). The separation distance between the two nanometer electrodes is 1 μm in all the NW devices studied in this work.

As just mentioned, the variation in NW diameters is small and the separation distance between the two Ti/Au electrodes is kept constant for all the devices. One might then expect to see similar RT resistances as well as electrical properties in all our NW devices. Surprisingly, we found that the RT resistances ranged from tens to higher than several hundreds of kilohms in the 12 devices studied in this work. In particular, the electrical-transport behaviors can be distinctly categorized into two groups: one with low RT resistances and the other with high RT resistances of approximately several tens kilohms and the other with high RT resistances of approximately several hundreds kilohms. The second group of ZnO NW devices with high RT resistances displays upward bending features in I-V curves [Fig. 3(a)] over the entire voltage range. Because the RT resistances in this case are more than one order of magnitude higher than those in the low RT resistance devices, we believe that the contact resistances dominate in these high-resistance NW devices. The inset in Fig. 3(a) indicates that ln(1/I0T2) varies linearly with 1/T, which well fits to the thermionic emission theory in reverse bias given by the form $I=I_0 \exp(-q\phi_B/k_BT)$, where $I_0$ is the current density, $q$ is the electron charge, $\phi_B$ is the barrier height, $k_B$ is the Boltzmann constant, and $T$ is the temperature.

FIG. 1. (Color online) (a) FESEM image of as-grown ZnO NWs. (b) TEM image of a cross section of a single ZnO NW. (c) High-resolution TEM image of an as-grown ZnO NW with lattice spacing, growth direction, and outermost surface layer, as indicated. The inset shows a TEM image of crystalline structure at a boundary surface of a ZnO NW. (d) A schematic diagram illustrating our two-contact ZnO NW devices.

FIG. 2. (Color online) (a) Temperature dependent I-V curves of a ZnO NW device with a low RT resistance of 15 kΩ. The temperature range is from 300 (steepest curve) to 160 K (flattest curve). I-V curves in wider voltage range are plotted in the inset. (b) Resistance of the NW device as a function of inverse temperature.

temperature dependent resistance, $R(T)$, [Fig. 2(b)] reveals a linear variation of $\ln R$ with $1/T$, which conforms to the thermally activated transport given by $R=R_0 \exp(E_a/k_BT)$, where $k_B$ is the Boltzmann constant and $E_a$ is the activation energy. In connection with the fact of a low RT resistance, we propose that the two-contact NW devices can provide a faithful measurement of the intrinsic resistivity of individual ZnO NWs. Assuming negligible contact resistances, we found an average intrinsic resistivity of a few $m\Omega$ cm from six low RT resistance NW devices, which is in line with the value obtained from our four-probe measurements (not shown). The average activation energy $E_a$ is $\approx$100 meV and could be attributed to shallow donors of native defects in ZnO.21
is the effective Richardson constant, and \( q\phi_B \) is the barrier height. Thus, the back-to-back Schottky contact model adequately describes our (six) high-resistance devices, with an average \( q\phi_B \approx 100 \text{ meV} \). As shown in Fig. 3(b), the temperature dependent resistance, in sharp contrast to thermally activated transport, displays a variable range hopping mechanism of the form \( R = A \exp(\beta T^{1/2}) \), where \( A \) and \( B \) are constants. Knowing that some ZnO NWs comprised non-crystalline surfaces [Fig. 1(c)], we can possibly envisage the electrical transport behavior in this case to be governed by electron hopping through a nonconducting layer formed between the Ti/Au electrodes and the ZnO NW, as is schematically depicted in the inset of Fig. 3(b).

In summary, the ZnO NW devices can be categorized into two classes according to their RT resistances. The low RT resistance devices may be used to determine the intrinsic resistivity of individual ZnO NWs. The \( I-V \) curves of these devices exhibit downward bending features and their temperature dependent resistances reveal thermal activation transport. In high RT resistance devices, the \( I-V \) curves display upward bending characteristics all over the voltage range and can be fitted to the thermionic emission theory. The temperature dependent resistance is due to variable-range hopping of electrons through the contacts.
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